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i. The organization and operation of the department of

REVENUE.

In 1983, the Advisory Task Force on the Department of Revenue
submitted recommendations to achieve two major objectives: (1) to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the Department of Revenue
in administering and enforcing the tax laws of the Commonwealth,
and (2) to engender public confidence in the integrity of the
Commonwealth’s revenue collection system.

This legislation primarily seeks to enact measures that have been
found to be necessary as a result of the recommendations of the Task
Force. The matters that require legislative action are in the areas of
integrity, tax administration and departmental management.

1. A statutory preamble would be adopted which firmly establishes
the paramount importance of the promotion of public trust and
confidence in administering tax laws with integrity, impartiality and
equality.

2. The statutory organization of the department would include a
Division of Inspectional Services to ensure the continued existence
of this critical function.

(3) The disclosure of confidential tax information would be
authorized for use in departmental personnel matters where such
information is relevant to the proceedings. In the context of internal
disciplinary hearings, both the Commissioner and the employee have
been hampered in presenting full and complete cases because of their
inability, within the constraints of the confidentiality statute, to utilize
confidential tax information. In many cases, the disciplinary action
may directly relate to alleged conduct with respect to particular tax
cases handled or involving the employee.

4. Department employees would be prohibited from holding
elective state public office, participating in political campaigns for
such office or contributing to any political campaign for such office.

5. The department would be exempt from the requirements of
scheduling approvals to facilitate the hiring, allocation and efficient
utilization of personnel.

LEGISLA TIVE RECOMMENDA TIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE FOR 1989.
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6. The department would be authorized to accept gifts of data
processing equipment in order to upgrade and enhance its data
processing capability.

7. The department would be authorized to abate uncollectible tax
accounts under uniform rules prescribed by regulation without the
necessity of Appellate Tax Board action.

8. Taxpayers contesting a tax assessment would not be required
to pay such assessment while the matter was under administrative
review within the department. This provision would not be applicable
to trustee-type taxes or where collection is in jeopardy or a past history
of non-compliance exists or where a frivolous claim is filed.

9. The Commissioner would be authorized to have another official
or employee of the Department to represent him when summoned in
any proceeding involving his official acts.

Revision and clarification of certain provisions of the
PERSONAL INCOME TAX.

Successive amendments to the personal income tax law in recent
years which have increased the threshold below which no tax is due
have not made corresponding changes to other inter-related
provisions. In addition, some provisions are in need of technical
clarification. This proposal would make a number of such corrections
to this tax.

1. The threshold for requiring the filing of a return by a nonresident
would be increased from $2,200 to $B,OOO of gross income, provided
it is determined as if he or she were a Massachusetts resident for the
entire year. The threshold for corporate trusts, partnerships,
associations and trusts would also be increased from $lOO to $l,OOO.
The threshold for withholding for students would be increased from
$2,000 to $B,OOO.

2. The administrative provisions applicable to trustees required to
deduct and withhold income taxes on distributions would be extended
to trustees of a nonresident grantor trust.

3. The existing medical exemption and employee expense
deduction, which are equal to the amounts taken on the taxpayer’s
federal return would be clarified to make clear that “Code” as used
in such paragraphs means the current federal Code applicable to the
taxpayer’s federal return.
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4. The proration of exemptions and deductions for nonresidents
would be clarified so that it is done on the basis of Massachusetts
adjusted gross income rather than Massachusetts gross income. This
is in accord with existing administrative practice which excludes
Schedule C and E deductions in making this computation.

5. The requirement thata taxpayer must first obtain the permission
of the Commissioner of Revenue before filing a return upon a fiscal
year basis would be eliminated.

6. The amount of personal income estimated taxes that would be
required to be made, if based on the current year’s liability, would
be 90% rather than the existing 80%. This would be in conformity
with the comparable federal estimated tax requirement. A taxpayer
would continue to be allowed to base his estimate on 100% of the
prior year’s liability.

Requirement that partnershipsdeduct and withhold a tax on
NONRESIDENT PARTNERSHIP DISTRIBUTIONS.

Nonresident individuals are subject to the Massachusetts personal
income tax when they receive Massachusetts-source distributions
from partnerships doing business in Massachusetts. Corporations are
required to include such distributions in the measure of the Massa-
chusetts corporate excise. Many such individuals and corporations
usually have no assets located in Massachusetts, other than the
partnership’s assets. It is, therefore, difficult to enforce these
provisions in the event of non-compliance.

To increase the Commissioner’s enforcement capacity, it is
proposed to require partnerships doing business in Massachusetts to
withhold a tax on partnership distributions made to nonresidents.
Under the proposed legislation, the tax would be collected from the
partnership if it fails to withhold. The proposed provisions would
operate in much the same way as the current provisions requiring
employers to withhold a tax on their employees’ wages. The tax
liability of any partnership or member of a partnership would not
increase. It would merely ensure that the commonwealth receives all
the revenue to which it is entitled.
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4. Revision and clarification of certain provisions under the
BUSINESS CORPORATION EXCISE.

The administration and enforcement of the business corporation
excise has pointed up the need for clarification and revision in several
areas.

1. The method of combination under G.L. c. 63, sec. 328, was
amended extensively in 1988. This has necessitated corresponding
changes to a related provision in Section 38(i) and to clarify the
application of the 50% credit limitation to a corporation joining in
a combined return of income. It is proposed to change the phrase
“consolidate return of income” in Section 38(i) to “combined return
of income”. Further, for purposes of the 50% credit limit, a
corporation’s excise would be the tax on its property measure and
a pro rata amount of the combined net income, providing that such
individual corporation had positive taxable net income rather than
a loss.

2. The estimated tax paid by a corporation seeking an extension
of time to file its excise return would be increased from 50% to 90%
of the tax due with respect to such returns. This would conform to
all other types of returns as well as the requirement under federal law.

3. Definitions of gross and net income under the business
corporation excise is based primarily upon federal gross and net
income. These definitions would be clarified to ensure that the same
methods of accounting adopted or elected for federal tax purposes
would also apply in Massachusetts.

4. The authority of the Commissioner ofRevenue to adjust for non-
arms-length transactions among affiliated corporations under G.L. c.
63, sec. 33 & 39A, would be clarified by specifically adopting
comparable language in Section 482 of the Federal Internal Revenue
Code.

5. The property factor of the three-factor statutory apportionment
formula includes, in the numerator and denominator real and tangible
personal property used by the corporation. The interpretation of the
word “used” would be clarified, in line with existing administrative
interpretation, to mean only property that is actually used or available
for immediate use by the corporation.

6. The classification of a research and development corporation
would be clarified by adding a statutory definition of “research and
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development” and by allowing a start-up corporation, in its first 5
years of existence, to claim such classification even though it does not
yet have gross receipts from such activity. In lieu of a gross receipts
test, such a corporation would be able to show its research and
development activity through an expenditures test.

7. In 1987, mutual holding companies were authorized under G.L.
c. 167 H to hold the shares of capital stock of a mutual savings or
a cooperative bank without providing for their taxation. It is proposed
to tax such entities in the same manner as other bank holding
companies under the business corporation excise.

Regulating the payment of corporation excise estimated
taxes.

Under Chapter 39 of the Acts of 1989, the payment of corporation
excise estimated taxes were accelerated for a two-year period ending
as of December 31, 1990. As part of that legislation, the statutory
provisions relating to the payment of estimated taxes by corporations,
as recommended by the Commissioner of Revenue, were revised from
a declaration to a voucher system that is more in line with the current
federal income tax law. These administrative changes in Chapter 39
would also terminate at the end of 1990 when the acceleration ends.

This proposal would ensure that these administrative changes
continue in effect beyond 1990, whether or not the acceleration feature
of the present law is extended beyond that date. A provision
inadvertently omitted in chapter 39 that prohibits a corporation
from basing its estimate on the prior year, if its prior year was for
a period of less than twelve months or if it did not file a prior year’s
return would also be re-inserted in the law.

6. Strengthening the enforcement of certain provisions under
SALES AND USE TAX LAW.

As part of the department’s continuing focus upon the enforcement
of existing tax laws, a number of measures are being proposed in order
to strengthen the administration of the sales and use tax and to deter
tax evasion.

1 Vendors who accept a resale certificate from a purchaser in good
faith are not required to collect a sales tax. It is proposed that such
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a resale certificate be given to the vendor no later than sixty days from
the date of notice to produce such certificate in order to be effective
for such purpose.

2. Vendors who accept an exempt use certificate from purchasers
would be required, similar to a resale certificate, to accept it in good
faith and to produce it within sixty days of notice. Otherwise, the
certificate would not eliminate the statutory responsibility to collect
the sales or use tax.

3. If any purchaser gives a vendor a false or fraudulent certificate
in order to evade paying a sales or use tax, the Commission would
be authorized to assess any resulting sales or use tax to such purchaser
at any time and would not be limited by the normal three-year period
for assessment.

4. A non-resident contractor who is a registered vendor under our
law would not be required to post a bond for construction contracts
performed in Massachusetts.

5. The registration and reporting requirement for promoters of
various flea markets, craft or other shows would be extended to all
such shows. The existing statutory requirement of three such shows
in a calendar year before the law applies would be removed and the
prior notice provision would be extended from ten to twenty days.
Many of the largest and most lucrative shows of this type are held
in this state only on an annual basis. In addition, the required
informational return would be filed twenty days after each show and
a penalty of up to $ 1,000 would be imposed for failure to comply with
the promoter reporting provisions. No penalty is currently provided.

6. An organization qualifying for exemption under the sales and
use tax law must first obtain a certificate of exemption from the
Commissioner. A prerequisite for such certificate is the receipt of tax-
exempt status from the I.R.S. Difficulty arises because of the delay
of six months or more in obtaining the federal exemption. In the
meantime, the organization is required to pay sales tax on otherwise
exempt purchases. It is proposed to resolve this anomaly by allowing
the organization to apply for a refund of sales taxes paid during the
period that its application for exemption was pending.

7. A trade-in deduction is allowed to a dealer of motor vehicles,
boats, and airplanes, so that the sales or use tax is computed only
on the net price after the trade-in allowance. In order to qualify for
this special tax treatment the dealer of motor vehicles or boats must
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be a duly registered vendor under our sales tax law. Such registration
is not required for an airplane dealer, who must only have a federal
dealer’s aircraft registration. It is proposed that an airplane dealer be
registered as a Massachusetts sales tax vendor in order to take
advantage of the trade-in allowance, as is required of other dealers.

Requirement for out-of-state vendors selling in Massachu-
setts TO REGISTER UNDER THE SALES AND USE TAX LAW.

A real problem exists for out-of-state vendors who transport into
Massachusetts goods for sale and who, subsequent to this sale, leave
the state without collecting and paying over to the Commonwealth
the required sales or use taxes. Since these vendors are wholly
transient in nature, it becomes exceedingly difficult to identify
violators and to enforce compliance and collection.

Other states have addressed this problem by requiring registration
under the sales tax law upon importation into the state of taxable
goods being held for sale. This proposal would, upon importation,
require registration, a surety bond to secure payment of any taxes due
and a decal upon their vehicle to indicate compliance.

Limitation on the sales tax exemption for certain vessels

The sales tax law provides for an exemption for vessels or barges
of fifty tons burden or over when constructed in the Commonwealth
and sold by the builders thereof. A number of years ago, the Supreme
Judicial Court held that the statutory restriction of the exemption to
vessels built in Massachusetts was unconstitutional. Therefore, all
vessels of 50 tons or more sold by the builder are exempt regardless
of where they are built.

Although this exemption was intended to apply to large commercial
vessels, it also applies to large pleasure boats or yachts that may be
50 tons or over. Thus, the smaller pleasure boats are subject to a sales
tax, while if the boat or yacht is large enough it escapes taxation
entirely.

This inequitable tax treatment would be rectified by limiting the
exemption to those vessels or barges as are used exclusively for
commercial purposes. Large pleasure boats and yachts would be
subject to the same sales tax as all other pleasure craft. It is also
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proposed to clarify the size standard by properly referring to fifty net
tons rather than fifty tons burden. The former more accurately reflects
the size of the vessel.

9. Facilitating the collection, administration and enforcement
OF THE DEEDS EXCISE.

The collection of the deeds excise is the responsibility of the county
registers of deeds, who sell the excise stamps that are affixed to the
deeds and other instruments at the time of recording. In recent years,
meter stamps have been used for this purpose, and the statutory
provisions reflect such a system. Registries are moving to more
automated procedures and are seeking authority to use computer-
printed impressions rather than adhesive meter stamps on deeds to
evidence payment of the tax.

The deeds excise law, under this proposal, would be revised to bring
its wording in line with such modern-day computer automation.
Printed impressions would be authorized for use if approved by the
Commissioner of Revenue.

This proposal would also specifically enact provisions to allow the
Commissioner to assess delinquent excises on deeds if he finds that
the proper tax had not been paid and shown on the instrument.
Provision for applying for an abatement of any assessment would also
be provided.

The excise would be clarified so as to remove ambiguities as to its
applicability to two types of transactions. Transfers incident to
divorce would be specifically excluded, while transfers of cooperative
apartment units would be subjected to tax.

Lastly, the temporary deeds excise enacted last year for use by the
counties would be transmitted, in the first instance, to the
Commissioner of Revenue, who would distribute the county’s share
monthly. This would remove complications that may arise in the
administration of the tax where refunds to taxpayers or assessments
may occur.

10. Conforming the motor carrier excise tothe national uniform
FUEL USE TAX REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

Under increasing pressure from the federal government, the
National Governor’s Association working on behalf of the states is
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seeking to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of state motor
carrier taxation and regulation through administrative uniformity
among the states. One of the recommendations of the Association has
been the adoption of a uniform form by all states to ease the reporting
burden on the motor carrier industry.

The motor carrier excise imposed under G.L. c. 64F, as currently
constituted, prevents Massachusetts from being in conformity in two
important respects:

1. Our due date for the quarterly return is the twentieth, rather than
the last day, of the month following the close of the calendar quarter;
and

2. Massachusetts has a non-conforming exemption from tax for
motor carrier use of fuel consumed on the Massachusetts Turnpike.

This proposal would bring the statutory provisions of this excise
into full compliance with the national standards. The due date of the
return would be changed to the last day of the month following the
close of the calendar quarter; and the Turnpike exemption would be
eliminated.

In addition, this legislation would allow an exemption for fuel in
the tanks of non-commercial, passenger motor vehicles, regardless of
the size of the tank. Currently, the size is limited to 30 gallons.

Finally, the Commissioner would be authorized, by regulation, to
alter the filing frequency for different groups of licensees similar to
the authority he has with respect to other types of business taxes.

The motor fuel and specials fuels tax laws allow a reimbursement
of Massachusetts fuel taxes paid upon fuel consumed upon the
Massachusetts Turnpike. For purposes of determining the amount of
reimbursement, the statute provides for a fuel consumption rate of
15 miles per gallon for passenger cars, ambulances, hearses,
motorcycles and light trucks and 5 miles per gallon for all other trucks
and buses. This formula has remain unchanged since the inception
of this reimbursement provision in 1957.

Since that time, motor vehicles have experienced an increasing fuel
efficiency to the point where the 1957 rates no longer represent average
fuel consumption. This proposal would, therefore, decrease the
assumed rates of consumption of fuel, for purposes of this

11. Reimbursement of fuel taxes on accountof turnpike use
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reimbursement from 15 to 20 miles per gallon for passenger cars,
ambulances, hearses, motorcycles and light trucks; and 5 to 7 miles
per gallon for other trucks and buses.

The tax of 11 cents per gallon of special fuels, especially diesel fuel,
poses a large incentive for tax evasion. Recent criminal investigations
have documented large scale instances of illegal sales of special fuels
without charging or paying over special fuels excise taxes.

In order to administer and enforce our special fuels excise more
effectively and in order to combat the tax evasion that exists in this
area, a number of the enforcement remedies that are available with
respect to other taxes must be extended to the special fuels excise.

This proposed legislation would enact a number of measures that
tighten special fuels administration, audit control and assist in the
implementation of more cost-effective enforcement techniques. The
recommended changes would:

1. Make the illegal selling, or possession to sell, of untaxed special
fuels of 1,500 gallons or more a felony subject to a fine of up to $ 10,000
and/or imprisonment for up to 5 years in state prison. Maximum
penalties for lesser violations would be increased from one to two
years imprisonment and fines from $l,OOO to $lO,OOO.

2. Require sellers or users of special fuels to have approved
measuring devices in using or dispensing such fuels from their storage
facilities and provide a criminal penalty for removing or tampering
with such devices.

3. Restore the right that existed until 1976 to arrest a person found
in the act of violating the special fuels tax law and to seize any motor
vehicle and/or contraband fuel found in his possession.

4. Allow departmental employees to be appointed as special police
officers with power to serve warrants and to arrest and detail persons
violating the special fuels tax law.

Most of these recommended changes are patterned after similar
provisions in the cigarette tax law where they have proven to be
effective in combatting tax evasion.

12. The administration and enforcement of the special fuels
EXCISE.
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13. Clarification of the applicability of the room occupancy
EXCISE.

Cruise ships docked at the Boston waterfront have been utilized
as floating hotels to supplement the number of hotel rooms available
for a business show. Two cruise ships have been used to add 2,000
rooms to those required for a show. The effort proved to be highly
successful, and there are plans to use such floating hotels in future
Boston shows and conventions.

The use of ships as floating hotels should subject the rental of such
rooms to the state and local room occupancy. The current law,
however, defines a hotel as a building used for lodging and does not
anticipate the use of ships as floating hotels.

This proposal would clarify the room occupancy excise so that it
applies to a transient room occupancy in any establishment, whether
in a building, ship or any other location. Since the use of these ships
as hotels will compete with the traditional hotels, the room occupancy
excise should fairly and equitably apply to them as well. Neither the
Commonwealth nor municipalities should be deprived of the tax
revenue that these ships would generate in Boston and elsewhere.

14. Clarifying certain provisions of the Massachusetts estate
tax.

The Massachusetts estate tax includes in a decedent’s estate all inter-
vivos transfers without full and adequate consideration made by the
decedent within three years of death. Such transfers that are $lO,OOO
or less per person per year are excluded. For purposes of this
exclusion, a question arises as to the value of life insurance policies
transferred by the decedent before his death. The value of such policies
may be nominal at the time of transfer (below $10,000) but the
insurance proceeds payable at death and includible in the gross estate
are of a far greater amount.

Because of this, the U.S. Congress in 1978 amended Section 2035(b)
of the Federal Internal Revenue Code (1.R.C.) so that life insurance
policies were not includible in the federal $3,000 exclusion and applied
it retroactively to 1977. The amendment closed an obvious loophole
for avoiding estate taxes on insurance proceeds by transferring the
policies in contemplation of death.
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This proposal would revise the Massachusetts estate tax, in line with
I.R.C. Sec. 2035(b), in order to close the comparable loophole at the
state level. Our $lO,OOO exclusion would not apply to life insurance
policies transferred by a decedent within three years of the date of
death. The amendment would apply to estates of decedents dying on
or after January 1, 1986. Federal judicial decisions have already
upheld the constitutional due process of applying the federal
amendment retroactively.

This proposal would also clarify several other ambiguities thathave
arisen under the 1985 amendments to the estate tax. It would be made
clear that the 50% taxability rule as to jointproperty held by a husband
and wife would also apply to joint bank accounts. Defective language
as to the federal credit for death taxes would be corrected as to
nonresidents of the United States and as to qualified pension property
not includible in the federal taxable estate. Lastly, it would be clarified
that annuities and other partial interests would be valued by using
the 10% annuity tables in effect as of January 1, 1985, and not the
tables in effect at the time of the decedent’s death. These clarifications
would also apply to estates of decedents dying after 1985.

is. The administration and enforcement of certain state taxes

As part of our objective to increase voluntary compliance by
strengthening the Commissioner of Revenue’s powers to enforce the
Commonwealth’s tax laws, this proposal would make the following
changes in the provisions relating to state tax administration.

1. Personal liability for trustee-type business taxes would be
extended to responsible directors of corporate taxpayers, as well as
responsible employees of sole proprietorships. Personal liability for
such taxes currently exists for responsible officers or employees of
corporate taxpayers and for members or employees of a partnership.

2. A provision would be added to encourage the filing of timely
returns and thereby assist in the effective administration of our tax
laws. A relatively small penalty of $lOO or 10% of the tax liability,
whichever is the lesser, would be imposed if a required return that
has no balance of tax due is filed late. Presently, there is no penalty
for such a late return.

3. The $lO fee for a letter of good standing or tax waiver would
be collected upon application for such certificate. The fee would not
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be refundable if the certificate cannot be issued because the taxpayer
is delinquent in filing tax returns or in paying all taxes due.

4. Interest upon delinquent taxes would be computed upon the
basic tax and not, as is presently the case, upon the total assessment,
which may include interest and penalty amounts. Interest would be
imposed upon any assessed penalty but not upon any assessed interest.

5. Interest would be charged upon any erroneous refund of tax
where the person who receives such payment refuses within thirty days
of notice oferror to return it. The right of the Commissioner to recover
such erroneous refund by suit would be specifically provided.

6. The requirement for partnerships to file information returns
would be clarified so that such returns would be required if the
partnership is engaged in business in Massachusetts, regardless of
whether or not it has a place of business in this state.

7. Under a 1987 amendment to the condominium law, the common
expenses are a lien upon an owner’s condominium unit and have
priority over all other liens except municipal liens and recorded first
mortgages. Previously, only the last six months of common expenses
had such a priority. The exception for municipal liens and mortgages
would be extended to state tax liens.

8. The Commissioner’s authority to exchange tax information on
a reciprocal basis with other state tax officials and the I.R.S. would
be extended to the provinces of Canada.

9. The Commissioner’s authority to examine books and records of
taxpayers would be extended in line with his authority to assess taxes
under G.L. c. 62C, sec. 26(h), where a substantial omission was made
by the taxpayer. The recommended provision conforms to the
comparable federal provisions in I.R.C. sec. 7602. Conforming or
clarifying changes to section 26(h), would also be made.

10. The Commissioner and the taxpayer would be permitted to
agree or waive the 30-day period between a notice of intention to assess
and the assessment of an additional tax.

11. A new penalty is proposed, similar to the federal penalty, where
an underpayment on a tax return is due to negligence or intentional
disregard of the applicable rules and regulations. The penalty would
be 5% plus 1/2 of the applicable interest rate. Currently, this would
be a penalty of 14%.

12. The provisions of the tax lien statute would be clarified to
specifically provide that such liens apply to after-acquired property
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and have priority over prior recorded attachments unless execution
has been obtained. Provisions for enforcement of liens where third
parties have an interest would also be provided.

13. The jeopardy assessment provision would be amended to more
closely reflect the comparable federal statute in I.R.C. section 6861.
The amendment would make clear that an immediate assessment
could be made by the Commissioner if an assessment of a tax would
be jeopardized by delay.

14. A special provision would be inserted relative to the time period
that the Commissioner has to assess partnership and S corporation
items on taxpayer returns. Since such items are taken directly from
the partnership or S corporation information returns, the time periods
would be more directly related to these returns. This provision would
also authorize the partnership or S corporation to agree to extend
the Commissioner’s time period for assessing any taxes due. The
proposed language is patterned after a similar provision under the
federal income tax law in I.R.C. section 6229.

15. The Commissioner’s authority to use sampling audit methods
would be clarified to specifically include non-statistical sample
methods as well as provide for their use in cases where taxpayer
records do not exist or are inadequate.

16. Revision of the administration of federal tax change

REPORTS.

Recent court decisions have raised ambiguities in our statute which
requires taxpayers to file federal change reports. In cases where the
U.S. Internal Revenue Service has adjusted a taxpayer’s federal tax
and such adjustment affects his or her Massachusetts tax, the taxpayer
must report such change to this state.

This proposed legislation makes clear that if the federal change
lowers a person’s tax, the application for abatement of tax must be
filed within one year of the federal final determination, as G.L.c. 62C,
sec. 30 provides. The general provisions under section 37 would be
specifically excluded.

The fact that a federal change report is deemed to be assessed at
the amount shown on that report would also be clarified.

The failure to file timely federal change reports or to make timely
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tax payments therewith would be subject to the same penalties as are
applicable to regular tax returns and payments.

Lastly, the federal change statute, G.L.c. 62C, sec. 30, would be
revised to remove ambiguities in wording and format.

The refund or abatement of state taxes

Questions have continually been raised by taxpayers and
practitioners as to the timeliness of a tax return, payment or other
document mailed to the appropriate state tax office. Although the law
provides that certain returns and/or tax payments are timely filed if
mailed by a day certain, this provision does not apply to all tax
documents. For example, it was recently held that an application for
abatement of tax must be received by the state tax office before the
deadline even though it was mailed timely.

In order to remove all traps for the unwary, it is proposed to extend
the existing provision under G.L. c. 62C, sec. 33A, that relates to tax
payments, to all state tax returns, applications for abatement,
statements or other documents, so that timely U.S. mailing would be
considered timely filing in all cases. Like the present law, returns and
payments with respect to certain trustee or transaction taxes would
have to be mailed at least two days before the deadline to be considered
timely filed. The proposed language closely conforms to the
comparable federal provision in I.R.C. sec. 7502.

With respect to refunds of overpayments, the Commissioner is
required to pay interest on any refund not issued within ninety days
after a return is filed showing an overpayment. Interest is computed
from the statutory due date of the return. This proposal would make
two revisions to this provision. If a return is filed after the statutory
due date because of the granting of an extension of lime to file or
because of delinquency, interest would accrue after the ninety days
only from the actual date the return is filed, and not from the statutory
due date. Secondly, where an affiliated group of corporations file their
corporation excise returns on a combined income basis under G.L.
c. 63, sec. 328, the return of each of the corporations in the group
would be considered filed only when the last return of the group has
been filed.
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is. Revision of penalties relating to certain tax information
RETURNS, CERTIFICATES OR REPORTS.

The penalties provided under state tax law for failure to file certain
types of information returns or reports have not been revised for
decades. These penalties should be brought into line withpresent day
values and other types of penalties that relate to tax returns and
payments.

1. The penalty for failure to file annual information reports on the
payment of taxable income would be increased from one dollar to
fifty dollars with a ceiling of $lOO,OOO rather than $l,OOO. These
amounts are comparable to those under the Internal Revenue Code.

2. The penalty for failure to file a partnership return would be
revised from five dollars per day to fifty dollars times the number of
partners for each month of delinquency, up to a maximum of five
months. This penalty is also comparable to its federal counterpart.

3. The penalty for a promoter failing to file an information report
would be increased from five dollars to one hundred dollars.

4. A seller failing to give the purchaser a sworn statement of a sale
of a motor vehicle for sales tax purposes would be subject to a new
penalty of one hundred dollars.

5. Any purchaser giving a seller of goods a resale or exempt use
certificate under the sales tax law knowing at the time that the goods
are not exempt or for resale would be subject to a new penalty of
one hundred dollars.

The Commissioner of Revenue would continue to have the
authority to waive or abate, in whole or in part, any of these penalties
for good and sufficient cause.

19. Revision of certainprovisionsrelatingtotheoverpaymentor

ABATEMENT OF STATE TAXES

Under current law, there are three instances where assessed taxes
may not be abated by the Commissioner even though he may be
satisfied that the taxpayer is entitled to relief.

I. A taxpayer, having been assessed tax deficiencies on an
estimated basis, may, for whatever reason, not seek to contest such
taxes until full collection remedies are asserted. At that time, the
statutory time periods for filing an application for abatement may
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have expired, leaving the taxpayer the sole option of paying the tax
in order to have an improper assessment reviewed and abated. It is
proposed that such a taxpayer be granted a limited remedy. He would
be allowed to file an application for abatement without payment;
however, the Commissioner’s review of such claim would be wholly
discretionary and there would be no appeal from his decision.

2. Where a taxpayer has been assessed a tax at double the amount
under G.L.c. 62C, sec. 28 for failing to file a proper return after notice
that his return is incorrect or insufficient, such doubled tax may not
be abated if good cause exists for such failure. It is proposed that the
Commissioner be authorized to abate in such instances.

3. A taxpayer may pay a tax on income at a time when it appears
that he had an unrestricted right to such income. Later, it is
determined that he had no such right, but the time for seeking a refund
may have expired. A limited right of refund would be created under
this proposal similar to the claim of right doctrine under I.R.C. Sec.
1341.

In addition, this proposal would revise the time limitation
applicable to applications for refund of overpayments. The two-year
limit now only applies to cases where no return is required to be filed.
It should be extended to all overpayments, whether or not a return
is required to be filed.

Lastly, it is proposed to limit an application for abatement filed
within two years of an additional assessment, but beyond the three
years from the filing of the return to issues raised by the additional
assessment. The taxpayer would not be able to offset the assessment
by unrelated issues presented by the return as filed and for which the
three-year period was applicable.

20. Prohibition upon suits to restrain the assessment or collec-
tion OF A STATE TAX.

The administrative provisions applicable to state taxes, Chapter 62C
of the General Laws, provide for legal remedies under which a
taxpayer or others may contest an action taken by the Commissioner
of Revenue in assessing or collecting a state tax. The underlying
principle of tax administration, however, is that the right of the
sovereign to assess and collect the taxes in the first instance must
remain free and unfettered. To limit such right could potentially do
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irreparable harm to the activities that government is called upon to
finance and support. If a tax is subsequently found to be wrongfully
assessed or collected, provision is made for its return with interest to
the taxpayer.

This proposal, based upon a comparable provision (Section 7421)
in the Federal Internal Revenue Code, would prohibit any suit that
seeks to restrain the Commissioner from assessing or collecting a state
tax. The taxpayer and others would continue to have their statutory
rights to contest the validity of any assessment or collection procedure.
They would not, however, be able to block the Commissioner’s action
before the fact. Our experience has shown that in those situations
where judicial orders have been issued restraining the collection of
a tax, the legal issues presented by these actions are seldom litigated
and the taxes involved are not collected. As part of this
recommendation, it is proposed that a third party who has an interest
in property that is levied upon would have a specific right to bring
an action to contest the propriety of the levy or to establish his rights
thereto.

2i. Corrective changes in existing tax laws.

This recommendation seeks to correct several technical deficiencies
in the tax laws. No substantive change in the laws would result. The
specific corrections follow.

1. The rate of interest applicable to refund of overpayments would
be clarified in line with the interest rate payable upon unpaid taxes,
which is 18%per annum.

2. The definition of “taxable year” for purposes of the corporations
excises levied upon banks, business corporations and utilities would
be corrected to conform more closely to the substantive provisions
of our tax law, especially as it relates to partial year returns that may
be due in cases where the due date is not accelerated for federal tax
purposes.

3. A technical correction to the container exemption under the sales
tax law would insert certain wording that was inadvertently deleted
in a prior amendment.

4. The provision relating to withdrawal of foreign corporations
would correct obsolete language and restrict the certificate referred
to in G.L.c. 181, sec. 16 to taxes administered by the Commissioner
of Revenue.
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5. Technical corrections necessitated by the 1985 amendments to
certain administrative and estate tax provisions would be made to
make the laws internally consistent and explicit.

6. A technical correction would be made to the personal income
tax to remove a reference to a repealed property tax clause in relation
to exempt Massachusetts bond interest.

7. The sponge tax provision under the estate tax with respect to
generation-skipping transfers would be updated to refer to the proper
sections of the Federal Internal Revenue Code, as amended in 1986.

Revision of the growth factor computaton under the tax cap
law, so-called.

This proposal would clarify the three-year period upon which the
“allowable state tax growth factor” is based in the annual
determination of excess revenues under the tax limitation law, G.L.
c. 62F. The three-year period should include the three calendar years
ending prior to the beginning of the fiscal year for which the limitation
is being determined. As interpreted, the present law uses the three-
year period ending in the middle of such fiscal year. This change would
result in more complete federal economic data upon which the
computation is based and allow for more budgeting stability by
providing an earlier computation of the growth factor in any given
year.

TRANSFER OF THE COUNTY PERSONNEL BOARD FROM THE BUREAU OF
ACCOUNTS.

This proposal would remove the Director of Accounts from the role
of administrator to the County Personnel Board, as has already been
achieved through the state budget. The areas within the board’s
jurisdiction do not lie within the realm of expertise and day to day
involvement of the Bureau of Accounts. Rather, the responsibility in
question should reside in a County Personnel Administrator who
reports directly to the County Personnel Board.

In addition, this bill would grant to the Director of Accounts the
required latitude to offer technical and other assistance to cities and
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towns under programs to upgrade and enhance fiscal management
without the need to impose a full, cost-reimbursement change
therefor.

24. Authorization of cities, towns and districts to enter into

LEASES AND INSTALLMENT PURCHASE AGREEMENTS FOR THE

ACQUISITION OR USE OF DEPARTMENTAL EQUIPMENT,

The law relating to municipal leases is not clear as to the manner
in which a lease is authorized and, in most cases, there is no legislative
review. Because of this lack of oversight and standardized procedure,
some municipalities have entered into leases at interest rates
substantially higher than those on bonds and notes. The solution
proposed is to delete all references to leases and lease purchase
agreements from Chapter 40 of the General Laws and replace them
with a general authorization for leasing and installment purchases in
Chapter 44, which more tightly controls the authorization process.

25. Authorization for a city or town toadjustthe salary or wage
OF AN APPOINTED OFFICER OR POSITION.

As currently worded and interpreted G.L. c. 41, sec. 108, prohibits
any change in the salary of an appointed official or employee of a
municipality after the salary has been “fixed” by the appointing
authority. With respect to elected officials such a change is permitted
by a two-thirds vote of the town meeting prior to the setting of the
tax rate. Such a situation may lead to inequities when an appointed
official or employee resigns and is replaced. No new official or
employee may be willing to take the job at the budgeted salary, and
in some cases the new person may not be sufficiently qualified to merit
the salary already “fixed”. To revise such a salary, a city or town must
pass a salary by-law or ordinance along with any necessary
supplemental appropriation.

It is desirable to give the appointing authority greater flexibility in
dealing with this problem without the necessity of convening a special
town meeting, provided that there is a sufficient available
appropriation to fund the revision and the town meeting intention
is not thwarted. The proposed amendment would bring the law more
in line with the existing practice in many communities.
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26. Limitation on the employment contracts with executive or
ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL AND WITH SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDENTS.

As originally enacted in 1982, G.L. c. 41, sec. IOBN, authorizes a
city or town acting through its board of selectmen, city council or
mayor and city council to enter into a written contract with its chief
administrative officer “for a period of time” to provide for salary,
fringe benefits and other conditions of employment including several
named benefits unavailable to other employees. It appears to allow
such contracts even without a sufficient appropriation under G.L.
c. 44, sec. 31, and also has no time limitation. This gives the board
of selectmen, city council, or city council and mayor almost unlimited
authority to bind the city or town for many years without any
appropriation.

It is proposed to limit the number of years of such a contract to
three, being the same time period which the legislature has specifically
permitted in the collective bargaining area. Such contracts would
specifically be made subject to appropriation in the first year of the
contract under G.L. c. 44, sec. 31 and would limit severance pay to
a maximum of the remainder of the contract or six-months’ salary,
whichever is greater, provided that a sufficient additional
appropriation had been made to cover that amount.

The school superintendent would be added to the list of persons
who mayreceive additional incentives, provided that there is a specific
line item in the school committee budget covering the cost of the
contract. This would provide flexibility to school committees to seek
and retain qualified managers but would require a separate account
to permit monitoring of these expenses.

In addition, a technical change would be made that the contract
not abridge other statutory provisions that limit deferred
compensation, IRAs and teacher annuities.

The AUTHORIZATION PROCESS FOR TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES

Present law requires cities, towns and districts to obtain formal
authorization from their legislative bodies to borrow in anticipation
of taxes. Thus, every year, five hundred legislative bodies go through
the process of authorizing the treasurer to do something which is
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absolutely essential to municipal finance. Without this authority, most
cities, towns and districts would miss payrolls and default on their
debt. This legislative authorization has become so routine as to be
meaningless. This proposal would simplify the process by eliminating
the requirement for a legislative authorization and replacing it with
a statutory one similar to those for federal and state aid
reimbursement loans. It would eliminate unneeded work, simplify
procedures and result in some reductions in issuance costs and
administrative work. If a city, town or district desired to maintain
legislative authorization, it could do so by ordinance or bylaw.

28. Extension of the term of certain temporary loans of cities
TOWNS AND DISTRICTS.

Current law requires that loan authorizations of cities, towns and
districts be permanently funded within two years of any short-term
borrowing. This prevents a municipality from rolling over debt on
a short-term basis and delay principal payments. It also forces
municipalities to shift from lower rate, inexpensive debt instruments
(bond anticipation notes) to higher rate, expensive debt instruments
(bonds). It is possible to avoid bonding by retiring the debt over the
two years using bond anticipation notes, but such a short retirement
schedule is difficult for most communities to absorb. If refunding of
bond anticipation notes were permitted for five years with annual
paydowns, cities and towns could save money through lower
administrative and interest costs in the issuance of small amounts of
debt. This would be especially valuable in small towns where the
amount of debt is not sufficiently large as to warrant a regular bond
issue. It would also allow municipalities more flexibliity in combining
various borrowing authorities into a single bond issue with resulting
issuance cost savings.

29, Authorization of cities, towns, districts and regional school
DISTRICTS TO MAKE EXPENDITURES FROM ANY AVAILABLE FUNDS IN
ANTICIPATION OF BORROWING.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 provides for substantial penalties for
municipalities which exceed certain borrowing limits. Current law
does not allow cities and towns to utilize on a temporary basis monies
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from one fund to prevent borrowing from another. Thus, a town may
be forced to borrow for tax anticipation notes even though there are
funds available in other accounts. It is proposed to allow such
temporary transfers with proper controls.

to. Clarification of the use of proceeds from the sale of bonds
AND NOTES.

This proposal makes two changes in the use of bond and note
proceeds. The first involves a clarification that the balance of proceeds
of a bond or note issue remaining after the completion of a project
may be spent for any purpose for which a city, town or district may
borrow for an equal or longer period of time than that for which the
original loan was issued, including any temporary debt. Such amount,
not in excess of $ 1,000, may be applied to the payment of the principal
of such loan. This willallow more flexibility to municipalities to utilize
excess funds in capital project accounts, where the original loan was
for a period of time shorter than that allowed by law for that type
of project.

The second change affects the utilization of premiums and accrued
interest received in the selling of bonds or notes. Currently these
usually small funds must be carried separately on the municipality’s
books with premiums applied to principal and accrued interest applied
to interest payments. This legislation would treat these funds as a
general receipt and have their expenditure governed by the normal
budgeting process. The total payment of principal and interest would
then be appropriated from general funds, rather than the net amounts,
after deducting such premiums or accrued interest.

3i. Payment of court judgments and issuance of notes by

MUNICIPALITIES.

There is no need for the director ofaccounts to approve the payment
of small judgments by cities and towns from available funds in the
treasury, since the impact on a municipality’s cash flow of such small
payments is not large enough to warrant a case by case review by the
director. The present requirement produces unnecessary delay in the
payment of such judgments, causing additional interest to accrue on
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the judgments and additional administrative burdens for the bureau
of accounts. Approval would be retained only for judgments and
awards in excess of $lO,OOO.

Cities should also be allowed to issue so-called “State House notes,”
which are notes certified by the director of accounts. Such notes are
an especially cost-effective means of issuing small amounts of debt.
The use of a facsimile signature for certifying such notes would also
be authorized. The volume of “State House notes” is such that
manually certifying them is a significant burden, and an uproductive
and unnecessary use of the director’s time.

32. Changes to the special work detail funds in cities, towns and
DISTRICTS.

This proposal would make clarifying amendments to special work
detail funds set up by cities, towns and districts. It would resolve a
question relative to the criminal liability of municipal officials who
do not pay municipal employees for off-duty work details performed
for third parties who have not paid the municipality. Such criminal
liability would be avoided if the officials comply with therequirements
of G.L. c. 44, sec. 53C. Liability would be placed upon the responsible
third party, thereby facilitating collection of the payment for the
services.

The municipality would be authorized to pay its employees for
services performed by third parties if no payment has been received,
in order to insure prompt payment of the employee. Any losses
incurred by the town would be made up from the 10% administrative
fee already available. The town is not required, but may by special
vote, appropriate money for this purpose, the legislation would make
it clear that a collective bargaining agreement or past practice
requiring immediate payment would be subject to such a specific
appropriation.

33. Certain changes to the compensatingbalance agreement law

The statutory provisions authorizing and regulating compensating
balance agreements with banking institutions apply only to cities,
towns and districts. Therefore, under present law, counties have no
authority to enter into compensating balance agreements of any sort
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with any banking institutions they use. This proposal would allow
counties the flexibility of compensating balance agreements, while
establishing checks and balances in the process.

Authorizationof certain contingent votes in towns

Many municipalities wishing to take advantage of the override and
debt exclusion provisions of Proposition 2Vi find it necessary to
discuss the need for the override or exclusion at a town meeting. They
often wish to appropriate money for a budget item, contingent upon
a favorable vote on the ballot question. However, such votes are not
technically allowable under present law because an appropriation
must be ascertained at the time of the vote. If such contingent votes
are not taken, then the town must defer action on the question to a
subsequent meeting, after the result of the election becomes known.

The proposed amendment to Proposition 2Vi would permit an
appropriation to be made at a town meeting, contingent upon the
subsequent approval of the ballot question. The restrictions are
designed to insure that a contingent appropriation can be
unambiguously identified with a particular referendum question, that
no liabilities may be incurred on account of the appropriation until
the referendum has passed, that the appropriation and the approval
of the referendum question are reasonably contemporaneous, that the
status of regional school district budgets will not be left in uncertainty
pending the results of town referendum questions and that the tax
rate is not set until contingencies related to the tax levy have been
resolved.

35. Clarification of the approval and duties of deputy

COLLECTORS.

This proposal would remove the Commissioner of Revenue from
the process of approving and removing deputy collectors. Although
the Commissioner is currently required to make these approvals and
has the authority to remove, the Department would have to expend
substantial resources if it were to perform the requisite investigations
to make the process meaningful. However, deputies could be more
efficiently regulated through alternative means.

The second purpose of this proposal would clarify what has been
and continues to be the Department of Revenue’s interpretation of
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the responsibilities of deputies. It would expressly state that deputies
are required to account for all receipts through the maintenance of
a cash book and to turn over all monies collected at least once a week
to the collector to be deposited in the same account as the collector
deposits his/her collections.

36. Elimination of the use of the term “equalized valuation” for
VARIOUS STATE AND LOCAL PURPOSES.

Since all cities and towns are now assessing property at full and
fair cash value, there is no longer any need to use equalized valuations.
And, because the cities and towns must undertake a revaluation of
their property every three years and have these values certified by the
Commissioner, it is no longer necessary that “equalized valuations”
be determined by the Commissioner to compare property values
between communities. This legislation would replace the term
“equalized valuation” with the term “total assessed valuation” and
would remove the requirement that the Commissioner determine
equalized valuations every two years. This legislation will save the
Commonwealth the cost of the equalized valuation study, which is
a significant cost to the Department of Revenue.

37. The publishing of the list of corporations subject to tax

The annual printing of the list ofall corporations subject to taxation
in Massachusetts and those which have been classified as
manufacturing corporations would be eliminated. This would save
$BB,OOO for the department and countless hours of employee work
time. Since the Commissioner notifies the local boards of assessors
when a corporation is classified as a manufacturing corporation, the
need for annual notification is not needed. The issuance of a complete
listing would be left to the Commissioner’s discretion. Further, the
department is available to answer all inquiries from cities and towns
relative to any information on corporations doing business in their
communities. The repeal of this cumbersome statutory requirement
would assist the department in operating more efficiently and
adopting more cost-effective procedures in this area.
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Clarificationofthe definition of-population”usedin certain
DISTRIBUTION AND ASSESSMENT PROVISIONS.

This proposal would repeal obsolete language concerning the
definition of “population” in certain statutes. By Amendment Article
Cl to the State Constitution passed in 1978, the state census must be
conducted in accordance with the standards used by the United States
from time to time, so that adjustment of the census by the
Commissioner is no longer necessary.

THE TAXATION OF STOCK IN TRADE

This bill would clarify the corporate exemption from local property
tax for stock in trade. The proposed definition corresponds to the
definition adopted by judicial decisions construing this exemption,
with the added proviso that leased property would not be deemed to
be stock in trade if the lease agreement is merely a financing
arrangement. The exemption would apply to a corporation’s own
inventory, not to the inventory of other businesses which it finances.

40. The VALUATION OF CERTAIN STATE LANDS

This proposal would repeal the provisions requiring the
Commissioner of Revenue to value certain state and county owned
lands every five years.

These valuations of state-owned lands were to serve as the basis
for calculating an annual reimbursement by the state to the city or
town in which the lands are located for loss of taxes. However, in
recent years the Legislature has included the reimbursement for state-
owned lands in other assistance given to cities and towns as part of
local aid, without regard to the actual valuations as determined by
the Department. Since it appears that this new method of
reimbursement will continue, it is no longer necessary for the
Department to revalue these lands every five years. The valuation of
these lands by the Department is a costly and time-consuming process.
In the last valuation, the Department spent over $150,000 in
contractual services alone. In addition, a minimum of 5000 staffperson
hours were devoted to this revaluation. If the valuations are no longer
being used to determine state reimbursement, it is a waste of
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Department resources, and taxpayer funds, to revalue these lands
periodically.

In addition to state-owned lands, the Department values land held
by counties for hospital purposes at the same time. These valuations
are the basis for payments in lieu of taxes by the counties to the cities
and towns in which the properties are located. It is also proposed that
the valuation of these properties would be redetermined every three
years by the assessors in the same manner as other land held by a
city, town or district in another for a public purpose under Section
5F of Chapter 59 of the General Laws.

4i. Elimination of the calculationof the school tax rate

The school tax rate no longer performs a financial function
significant enough to justify the need for its annual calculation by
cities and towns. Historically, this rate was used by the federal
government in determining distribution amounts of federal impact aid
to communities where federal facilities were located. Currently, few
communities receive such impact aid. It is inefficient to require all
cities and towns to calculate this rate when it has no significance for
more than a few. Further, there are methodological problems
associated with distributing impact aid based on school tax rates.
Moreover, the school tax rate may be obtained from alternative
sources, thereby precluding the need for communities to calculate
annually school tax rates.

42. The addition of betterments and special assessments to
PRELIMINARY TAX BILLS.

This legislation would amend G.L. c. 59, sec. 23D, to authorize
communities issuing preliminary tax bills to add betterments and
special assessments to the preliminary tax and to adjust the amount
of the preliminary tax in cases where a parcel is being assessed as a
separate parcel for the first time. At the present time, communities
cannot add betterments and special assessments that would ordinarily
appear on the Fall tax bill to the preliminary tax bill. As a result,
communities issuing preliminary tax bills may receive less revenue
from a preliminary tax billing than an actual billing. In addition, if
a community adds betterments for local improvement districts to its
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tax bills, the district is unable to receive those revenues until Spring
and may be forced to borrow. Since committed interest on betterments
is computed from October first to October first, it seems reasonable
to permit the community to add them to the bill issued in the Fall,
whether actual or preliminary.

The proposal would also enable communities to make adjustments
in the amount that may be billed as a preliminary tax for those parcels
that are being assessed as separate parcels for the first time in the
current year. At the present time, if a parcel has been divided into
two or more new parcels since last year, last year’s tax must be
apportioned among the new parcels to arrive at the preliminary tax
for each. As a result, the amount billed for these new parcels is often
very small and the taxpayer must pay almost the entire year’s tax in
the Spring. Since the law now permits assessors to adjust the amount
of preliminary tax upwards for a number of reasons, such as loss of
exemption and new construction, it would seem reasonable to permit
them to make an adjustment in these cases as well.

43. Repeal of the requirement that personal property tax lists
BE TAKEN AS TRUE.

G.L. c. 59, sec. 35 requires the assessors to take as true the personal
property list filed by the taxpayer under G.L. c. 59, sec. 29, unless
the assessors make further inquiry as to the nature and amount of
the taxpayers property. The assessors often do not have the resources
to make such further inquiry and may have independent knowledge
of taxable personal property. Assessors should be able to assess
independently taxable personal property without further inquiry of
the taxpayer. A taxpayer filing an erroneous list should not be able
to benefit from the assessor’s failure to make such further inquiry.

44, Local tax assessment administration

This proposal would make several changes in local assessing
practices. Several are primarily technical corrections to amendments
enacted in 1986. A monetary penalty on failure to supply written
information on personal property would be imposed. Information
supplied on personal property would be included within the specific
exemption in the definition of public records. Further, the proposal
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would clarify that revaluation contractors may be provided access to
confidential income and expense information for valuation purposes.

Conservation land would be treated the same as other types of
commonland for assessment purposes. This is necessary because
under current law land subject to a conservation restriction must be
assessed as a separate parcel. This greatly reduces the usefulness of
the provision authorizing the assessment of the beneficial interest in
cluster development commonland to the owners of individual lots in
the development, since such commonland is frequently conservation
land.

The proposal would permit apportionment of assessed taxes where
a recorded division occurs after the January first assessment date,
rather than restrict it to divisions occurring after the commitment of
taxes for the year.

Finally, the proposal would clarify that all unpaid charges or fees
added to a tax for collection purposes are payable in the first payment
due on November first, or. thirty days after the tax bill has been mailed,
whichever is later. At present, the statute provides for the payment
of betterments, water and sewer only in the first payment.

45. Requiring the mailing ofproperty tax bills by October first

Currently, because of valuation delays and for other reasons, many
cities and towns are unable to send out actual property tax bills by
October first. Although these cities and towns may, under the
provisions of Ch. 59 §23D, send out preliminary bills, many do not,
thereby costing the cities and towns substantial sums, both in the form
of forfeited interest on tax revenues they might have collected and
interest on amounts they were forced to borrow. This legislation
would require all cities and towns to issue tax bills by October first.
If the municipality were not prepared to send out actual bills by
October first, the legislation would mandate the mailing of
preliminary bills.

This legislation would also make a technical correction, combining
the sentence in lines 27-29 with the preceding sentence in lines 22-27,
thereby making clear that omitted and revised assessments are subject
to the same interest provisions as regularly committed bills.
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46. Authorization to abate unpaid property taxbills so small as
NOT TO WARRANT COLLECTION.

This legislation would permit cities and towns to avoid billing and
collecting real and personal property taxes when the amount
collectible is less than ten dollars. Since the cost of collection of such
bills exceeds the amount realized upon collection, cities and towns
would be enabled by this legislation to cease an inefficient practice.

A city or town should not be required to collect small property tax
bills where the administration and collection costs involved would not
warrant collection of the amount due. It is, therefore, proposed to
authorize cities and towns which elect to accept the authority to avoid
sending a property tax bill or collecting unpaid amounts of less than
ten dollars. In those cases, the tax collector would request the assessors
to abate these small amounts. Similar statutory authority has been
granted to the Commissioner of Revenue with respect to the collection
of small amounts of state taxes due.

47. Improvement of the collection of local taxes

This proposal, intended to improve the collection of local taxes,
would allow municipal collectors to use collection agencies in addition
to, or instead of, deputy collectors for the collection of delinquent
local taxes. This increased flexibility would assist collectors to
maximize their collections, a significant benefit to all the complying
taxpayers of their communities. Such agencies could not be used until
the bill and demand for payment had been made and could not be
used for collecting real estate taxes. The agency must be bonded as
an entity, which bond would cover all its agents and employees.

48. Repeal of the exemption from the motor vehicle excise for
MOTOR VEHICLES AND TRAILERS OPERATED WITH REPAIR PLATES.

Any repairman who obtains repair plates under the provisions of
G.L. c. 90, sec. 5, may operate many motor vehicles or trailers owned
or controlled by him with the use of such plates. Currently, any such
vehicle operated with a repair plate is exempt from the motor vehicle
and trailer excise if it is used solely for business purposes. However,
no efficient enforcement procedure exists to subject vehicles
improperly operated with a repair plate to excise assessment.
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Furthermore, we are not aware of any justification for granting a
motor vehicle and trailer excise exemption to vehicles and trailers
owned or controlled by a repairman. This proposal, therefore, would
repeal such exemption.

49. Land classified as agricultural or horticultural and

RECREATIONAL LAND.

Most of the amendments proposed to the laws relating to the
taxation of land classified as agricultural or horticultural and
recreational are corrective in nature. The other amendments are more
substantive but are proposed primarily to make the law more uniform
and consistent.

In order to relieve municipalities of the administrative expenses of
preparing and sending certain special tax bills for minimal amounts
under G.L. Chapters 61, 61A and 618, this legislation proposes to
set a minimum roll-back and forest product tax.

G.L. c. 61 A, sec. 7, and c. 618, sec. 4, respectively, would be
amended to prevent any windfall tax benefit in the tax year subsequent
to a change to a non-qualifying use, i.e., where property currently
classified as agricultural or horticultural, or recreational, changes its
use. Present law provides that such a change after October 1 but before
December 31 will result in a full value assessment in the ensuing year.
This proposal would make it clear that any change to such a use after
October 1 and prior to the next fiscal year will result in a full value
assessment in the next fiscal year. Without this change, property
developed between January 1 and June 30 could be entitled to a
reduced assessment in the next tax year that could not be recovered
back by the town under the roll-back tax provisions.

Chapter 61 A, Section 9 would be amended to provide that the
failure of the board of assessors to act upon an application for
agricultural or horticultural classification shall be deemed a
disallowance ofsuch application. Under property tax laws, the failure
of a board of assessors to act on an application in a timely manner
is deemed to be a denial of such application. This is the universal rule,
with the sole exception of Chapter 61 A, which provides that the
board’s failure to act within three months is an allowance of the
application. This deviation often causes confusion and errors. To
establish uniformity and consistency, it is recommended that this
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section be amended to be in accord with other comparable provisions
of law.

Chapter 61 A, Section 1, would be amended to delete the reference
to appropriations from the “Agricultural Purposes Fund”, as this
special purpose fund has been abolished. As all appropriations are
now made directly from the General Fund, the reference to the
Agricultural Purposes Fund is obsolete and should be deleted.

It is proposed that all costs incurred for the recording of documents
under Chapter 618 shall be paid by the landowner, not the
municipality. Chapters 61 and 61A already expressly provide that the
landowner will be responsible for all recording costs, in that it is the
landowner that benefits directly from this special classification. This
proposal would make Chapter 618 uniform and consistent with the
provisions of the two other comparable statutes.

The conveyance tax provision of Chapter 618 would be amended
to include a list of “exempt transfers” which was apparently omitted
from this section by oversight. The conveyance tax provisions of
Chapter 618 were modeled after the corresponding provisions of
Chapter 61 A, and are nearly identical. However, the sentence listing
“exempt transfers” in the original conveyance tax provision of
Chapter 61A does not appear in the Chapter 618 version. Examples
of these types of transfers are mortgage deeds, tax deeds and deeds
between family members for no consideration. It appears that this
omission was inadvertent since the sentences immediately following
make several references to “exempt transfers”, which are meaningless
without this omitted sentence.

so. Due date of the boat excise

At the present time, G.L. c. 608 sec. 4, which governs the due date
of boat excise payments, establishes that date as “sixty days from the
date upon which the notice was issued by the collector .. . . Since
under Section 5 of Chapter 608, “The provisions of law relative to
the collection, payment, abatement, verification and administration
of the motor vehicle excise imposed under chapter sixty A so far as
pertinent apply to the [boat] excise imposed under [Chapter 608],”
and since the motor vehicle excise under G.L. c. 60A, sec. 2 is due
“thirty days from the date upon which the notice was issued by the
collector,” the boat excise payment date should be made consistent
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with the motor vehicle excise payment date. This legislation would
require the boat excise to be paid at the expiration of thirty days from
date of billing, instead of the current sixty days, thereby making
collection of this excise consistent with the motor vehicle excise.

si. Technical correction to the county correction fund.

A technical correction to the legislation enacted in 1989 to solve
the fiscal crisis in Massachusetts counties is necessary. Chapter 193
of the Acts of 1989 temporarily increased the deeds excise and
dedicated part of the revenue to the County Corrections Fund on the
books of the commonwealth and is to be used principally for the
maintenance and operation of county jails. The revenue stream from
the tax increase continues until June 30, 1992, but the County
Correction Fund terminates on June 30, 1991. It is proposed to correct
this by making the date for the termination of the Fund June 30, 1992.

52, Provisions for fair and efficient child support enforcement
IN THE COMMONWEALTH.

In 1986, the Commonwealth’s Child Support Enforcement system
was significantly changed and improved in order to make it more
predictable, effective and fair and bring it in compliance with federal
law. As part of that reform, the Department of Revenue was
designated the IV-D agency, as of July 1, 1987, charged with the
responsibility of enforcing, administering and collecting payments
under child support orders.

The Department has advocated and recommended that the
enforcement and administrative provisions applicable to it as the
IV-D agency should be strengthened to ensure real success in child
support enforcement. A series of proposed amendments that went a
long way towards meeting that goal were enacted by the General Court
in 1987 as Chapters 490 and 714.

In the light of our experience during the first two years in
implementing child support enforcement, additional changes in the
statutes have been found to be necessary and are proposed for
enactment in a comprehensive package to further strengthen child
support enforcement and ensure its continuing long-term success. The
specifics of the proposed changes follow:
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• Brings the Commonwealth into compliance with the federal
Family Support Act (P.L. 100-485) enacted in 1988.

• Clarifies the Commissioner’s authority to issue regulations
interpreting child support statutes and child support administrative
procedures.

• Improves civil nonsupport proceedings to ensure uniformity in
such actions whether filed in probate or district court, permits support
agreements to be filed and approved by the court, and allows actions
to be maintained if the spouses are living together, but the child is
in the custody of a third party, or to obtain arrears that accrued while
the spouses were separated.

• Improves paternity establishment procedures by providing for
effective cost reimbursement, mandating compliance with blood test
orders under more comprehensive sanctions, adjusting the burden of
proof in such cases to the preponderance of the evidence standard,
granting Child Support Enforcement access to birth certificates of
children born out-of-wedlock, preserving arrears if the case is
converted to civil, clarifying the presumptions of paternity, providing
privacy in the courtroom during paternity proceedings, and easing
case processing.

• Revises and improves the criminal non-support statutes to
distinguish between a felony and a misdemeanor and to ensure that
support orders can be smoothly shifted from criminal to civil in
appropriate cases.

• Corrects the lien and levy provisions, including the power to
release a lien and to assess delinquent child support in cases where
delay would jeopardize collection.

• Provides authority for Child Support Enforcement to file liens
on pending tort cases.

• Extends interstate jurisdiction to provide for the adjudication of
paternity; makes interstate income withholding available in probate
court as well as district court; simplifies the interstate income
withholding process; and expands the long-arm jurisdictional statute.

• Provides for a child support lien against workers’ compensation
benefits and other liability insurance proceeds.

• Grants appellate jurisdiction in all child support cases to the
Appeals Court and the Supreme Judicial Court.

• Strengthens authority to modify child support orders to ensure
that the order is commensurate with the parents’ ability to pay, and
makes the authority uniform throughout.
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• Transfers from the Department of Public Welfare to Child
Support Enforcement the authority to have access to tax data for
purposes of child support enforcement.

• Clarifies theauthority to use unemployment insurance payments
to offset delinquent child support payments.

• Simplifies the procedures for reporting information concerning
delinquent child support to credit agencies.

• Provides for minor corrections and improvements to the income
assignment procedure.

• Details Child Support Enforcement’s right to enforce child
support obligations on behalf of foster children and the Department
of Social Services.

• Adds clarity to wage reporting provisions, clarifies Child
Support Enforcement access to employment information, and
imposes new penalties on cities and towns who fail to comply.

• Establishes a separate constable fee structure to reflect the higher
expenses incurred in serving notice of child support actions.

• Grants authority for Child Support Enforcement to modify child
support orders based on the child support guidelines and to have
access to criminal record offender information.

• Replaces several incorrect statutory references to the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare with references to the IV-D agency as the
agency responsible for child support enforcement.

• Requires the Lottery Commission to withhold child support
obligations before disbursing winnings in excess of $5OO.

• Authorizes Child Support Enforcement personnel to serve
process in its court cases.
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